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This poem was written in late 1989 for a fundraising event for the
then newly set up group Women Against Fundamentalism. It refers to
the WAF demonstration in support of Salman Rushdie's right to write,
where the WAF women were abused both by the Asian men marching
against Rushdie and the National Front counter-demonstration. WAF
had to rely on police protection against both threats.

I heard the word fundamentalism first
When a Jehovah’s witness bit the dust
Obscurantist rubbish, my auntie cussed
Oh my, I was impressed.
Then it surfaced here and there,
When abortion rights were in the air,
When that Greek Christ1 his sins had bared,
I was born again.
Sodom and Gomorrah are still alive,
Ranted the Christians setting cinemas alight,
‘Man’ had strayed from the narrow and tight
I said, Hey, what fun!
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Then this guy Rushdie wrote this book,
For this, I hear, a cool million he took
Anyway he has a right to cock a snook
Good luck to him.
Khomeini rose from the dead, his coffin tumbled
When Mohammed asked why Rushdie’s words still rumbled
Inspiring Bradford Muslims to see who had bungled
Why Rushdie nor his book were dead.
The British liberals and the NF rushed to denounce their savage might
The British state upheld freedom of speech and civil rights
having just buried the Gibraltar killings2 and Peter Wright3
Such unions are made in heaven.
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The boil of racism erupting in pus
Sadly has silenced many of us
We make a small anti-fundamentalist thrust
and get lumped with the racist lot.
What can we do about those young Asian lads
Using anti-Rushdie marches to fight police squads
We picket a march, marooned, fighting both – Glad,
Yet our loyalties feel confused.
The threat of violence sets up Rushdie’s safe houses
Eclipsing the daily violence that women’s self-esteem arouses
The stranglehold of religion douses
Our very existence.
We must stand up and fight
Keeping both enemies in sight
Giving voice to women’s rights
We have no other choice
Let us not forget what fundamentalism has done
When Hindus kill Muslims and think they have won
When Palestinian stones are scattered with Israeli guns
And the British state squashes the IRA
Ogden Nash made this comment
What is cold to the finger is chilling to the fundament.
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1

A cinema in Paris was burnt down by Christian fundamentalists in 1988 for
showing the controversial film The Last Temptation of Christ based on a novel by
Nikos Kazantzakis and directed by Martin Scorsese
2
Three unarmed members of the Provisional IRA were killed by the SAS (Special Air
Service) in Gibraltar in 1988 what was widely seen as extra-judicial killings
3
Margaret Thatcher unsuccessfully attempted to ban the publication of Spycatcher,
a book by former MI5 operative Peter Wright, on the grounds that it was a breach
of the Official Secrets Act
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